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Work with the most 

marginalized girls requires 

disrupting and redirecting 
the markets
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• Giving real girls, in real places, the skills to deflect sexualizing and 

demeaning imagery, craft and communicate positive self-

images, and use the “media” to increase access to skills to 

entitlements and assets

Communications, Identity and Social Media “Markets” 

Personal Identification

Meeting place

Safe market days 

Playing field

Savings account with 

pro-poor bank

Your Club 

Passport

Name: Adama Bangura

Location: Nieni, Koinadugu

Club: Azure Girls’ Club



• Giving girls their own space physically and aurally 

• Friendship networks and mentors in a safe place with true peers 

• A widening, measurable, and secure physical space within the 

community – literally taking ground)

Reshaping Social Capital “Markets”

Age 14 – 16 Boys

Age 14 – 16 

Girls
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• Transitioning girls from being property to others  – their sexuality, 

labor, and fertility – to being assets for themselves  

• Establishing age-graded financial literacy and safe savings

• Giving girls organizational and livelihood skills to support 

themselves and their younger (and soon older) dependents

• Strengthening girls’ access to and control of resources and their 

bargaining position – anchoring their physical integrity, ability to 

claim their rights, and safe access to public space and 

entitlements

Invade, Expand, and Redirect Economic Markets –

Several Dimensions 



There are likely already but are going to be sole and 

substantial supporters to themselves and their children
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Percent of Adolescent Girls Who, if Present Trends Continue, will be a Single Mother 
within Her Reproductive Years 



The transformational change model operates at 

two levels especially if the audience is the most 

excluded girls

Level 1: Creating regularly available (at least weekly) segment-specific 

spaces for real peers, that is, girls who are like each other; these spaces 

provide: 
• Acquiring health/social/economic/cognitive assets

• A place for play

• Safety resource from which to craft personal and community 

security

• An alternative power base

Out-of-school girls aged 

10-14 living with neither 
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Tuesday – Thursday 

3 – 4:30 PM

Married girls aged 15-19

Sundays

2 – 4:30 PM

Out-of-school, unmarried girls 

working in bar areas aged 15-17

Saturdays

5 – 8 PM



• Level 2: Anchored around these segment-specific 
spaces: 

– create working links and measurable access to 

investments already on the ground including but not 

limited to playing fields, playing opportunities, and other 

facilities by building a social capital base and specific 

plans

Female-only 

meetings in the 

community 

center 

Tuesdays and 

Thursdays

10 AM – 12 PMOut-of-school girls aged 

10-14 living with neither 

parent

Girl-only playing field with 

female referees 

Saturdays

8 AM – 1 PM

Safe market days and female-

only banking hours 
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• 1995: First ever meeting on adolescent girls in developing 

countries and the potential of sports 

– Take-home: US data, comprehensive and convincing, but 

also important that across all the leaders and sectors 

in the room, all had participated in sports 

– Multiple individual contributions sports activity made were 

not formed into a theory of change or strategy to 

see and engage excluded girls 

– The database was largely Western, and often biased by 

elite capture

A Very Short History of Our Experience



• Easier to engage the younger than the older

• A regular, girls-only space is necessary to create 

pathways to ascending leadership (becoming 

a referee, chair of the youth association, etc.)

• Without such a path, the number of games the 

girls had as well as their proportion declined 

• Most resource decisions were made for them 

(e.g. purchasing tents for the younger children 

always had to bring by the boys; having male 

referees of girls games)

• A replication of gender roles, e.g. girls being 

asked to wash the jerseys of boys 

• Conventional youth program leadership did not 

understand that females needed a significantly 

different model
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1987: The Mathare Youth Sports Association Football 

Program for Girls, Kenya
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• 6% of the girls only and 51% of the boys had some sort of 

physical activity the week before

o In 2014, 7% of the boys but only .8% of girls played in a 

youth sports center (these are urban girls mainly) and 

17%+ percent of boys and only .6% of girls participated 

in street football

• Despite formal investments, conventional female 

leadership programs had never before incorporated sports 

o The RADAT Program was targeted at rural areas for 

many years; went so far as raising chickens but never 

touched sports 

• Highlights of Ishraq Program:

o Sports activity delayed 2-3 months after the program 

had been validated and accepted 

o Began with limited motions (families concerned about 

breaking hymens) and investment made in modest 

track suits 

o Had to create places where girls could not be seen –

visual barriers necessary; same was true in parts of 

Sudan in a parallel program

o To address boys desire to control sisters and “jealousy”, 

some 10% of the budget was dedicated to organizing 

boy activities 

Photo Credit: Population Council 

o Table tennis was more acceptable as a 

social sport than soccer

o Commitment of program was to awaken in 

typical excluded rural girl a sense of joy 

and pride in the competence of her body 

and to meet her own goals – rather than 

participate in elite sports 

o Most every part of the program required 

creating entirely new training, content and 

approaches  

2001: Ishraq Program, Egypt



Making a New Space: 

Girls creating a basketball court in 

West Darfur State

Slide adapted from presentation by Rachel Hermes

Photo Credit: Rachel Hermes

• Girls recruited from three secondary schools where very high proportion of girls 

participate in schooling but have no adjunct activities and little community access

• Recruitment using snowball technique (Source: Rachel Hermes, personal 

communication, 2018)



Key Factors that Enabled Girls’ 

Basketball in West Darfur

• Secure girls-only facility for 

practice

• Routine practice time (every 

Fri and Sat morning)

• Word-of-mouth recruitment

• Sudanese female co-coach

• Support of the West Darfur 

State Ministry of Education

• Girls’ dedication 

Slide adapted from presentation by Rachel Hermes
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Potential of Sports of Asset Building among Poor 

Girls and Transforming Poor Communities 
• Offering excluded girls (often the majority) proud ownership of body and a how-to-use manual

• Creating regular, real peer affiliation and safety and livelihood supporting social networks 

• Creating a regular place for voice and action for females in the community, an example for all 

(especially inspiring to the younger cadres of excluded girls)

• Building a commitment to both self-improvement and group cooperation simultaneously

• Creating a new social identity (experienced by girls and those outside) 

• Providing a functioning, tangible safety net and space from which to negotiate change. I venture 

that the poorest girls, regularly high risk, engaged in a regular sports activity would have better 

answers to the following questions than those girls not engaged:

– Do you have someone you could turn to in an emergency?

– Do you have someone you can borrow money from in an emergency?

– Do you have a safe place to spend the night in an emergency?

– Do you have someone to turn to if you are threatened with child marriage, etc.?

• Providing a regularly occurring activity at which young females are expected at(regardless of 

content, this is a game changer, whether it’s sports or saving groups – at body level an 

entitlement is reached and always better than the one-off; poor girls don’t need courses, they 

need social institutions) 

• Sports intensifies school girls’ commitment and performance undoubtedly and for out of school 

girls it can be especially revolutionary because it gives them a new social identity 

and institutionalized base of support and a place to acquire some formal skills –

reading and numeracy

• For all girls, sports is an important form of non-formal education, giving them skills and confidence 

that girls in school typically don’t get, even if they are relatively high performers



Summary
Community-based, organized physical activity/sports is 

vital non-formal education, which has the promise 

of promoting in the most marginalized girls a proud 

ownership of self, connection to community 

resources from which they are positioned to benefit 

the most, provides active protective assets
preventing, mitigating, and “treating” many of the worst 

harms – forced sex, pregnancy, HIV, and so forth – and 

forges a tangible base for civil society – literally

taking ground and altering in measurable ways the 

walkable community that is their home.



Thank You

Special Thanks to Martha Brady, Rachel 

Hermes, Barbara Mensch, Salma Nasser, 

Nahla Tawab, and Nadia Zibani



The Population Council conducts research 

and delivers solutions that improve lives 

around the world. Big ideas supported by 

evidence: It’s our model for global change.

Ideas. Evidence. Impact.


